Why Are Good Properties so Hard to Find in Southern Ontario?
____________________________________________________________________________
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Misleading cap rates and
failed financing
Most of the listings did not
include certain costs that
every financial institution
and CMHC require as part
of their NOI/Cap Rate
analysis; in particular,
property management fees
and per-unit maintenance.
These realtors state that
the current owner does
their own work so they
don’t include those costs
and then they disappoint
themselves and the seller
when the buyer can’t come
up with the substantially
higher deposit than was
originally anticipated.

ere are some candid facts
about why good properties
are so hard to find in Ontario.

It isn’t so much that there isn’t an
inventory of product available
(although it is small by
comparison to other types of real
estate) but rather that there isn’t
“good” investment properties. A
“good”
investment
means
different things to different
investors but it can be generally
defined
as
providing
a
satisfactory return of, and on,
investment— whether it’s a well
maintained, low maintenance,
lower buyer-cap-rate building or
a desperately needed renovation
with a higher buyer-cap-rate).
Residential pricing
I found that perhaps over half of the properties I
looked at were priced by residential reps undertaking
comparative analysis rather than income analysis.
They had no clude aout the relationship between NOI
and market value.
Unrealistic price point
I found some reps who took a listing and accepted the
seller’s unrealsitic price expectation, hoping to find a
sucker or at least use the listing to establish credibility
for obtaining other listings. Or worse, the realtor
stigmatized the property by listing it at a price that
would never sell and alienating the seller from ever
using a professional realtor who could actually sell the
property.

Cap rates don’t disclose property condition
Those few properties that did turn out to have a
decent cap rate also turned out to be in an atrociously
poor state of repair, invariably cost hundreds of
thousand to repair, and invariably had one or more
vacancies, a sign of trouble – whether a trend towards
more vacancies or a trend to poor quality tenants.
However, the asking price was almost always based
on full vacancy and a ‘solid’ tenant mix.
Illegal Units
For the unwary, the realtor disclosed that one or
more units might be illegal but invariably (almost
always without exception), included the income in the
cap rate, although not necessarily in the rent roll
breakdown.
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There are lots of multi-residential
properties on the market listed by
unmotivated buyers, who have been
convinced (or convinced themselves) to
sell only if they receive an offer that is
much better than market rates. These
are not “good” investment properties.

Demand and timing to submit offer
And, after finally finding a truly “good” property, you
discover that there have been a number of offers
already submitted, usually below market OR, worst of
all, a conditional offer at market rate has already been
accepted. You have to ready to analyze a property as
soon as it hits the market (or get to it before it ever
reaches the market, which is what happens to a lot of
properties, and be in a position to immediately –
meaning 24 hours or less – submit a conditioinal offer.
Taxes
Many properties actually cannot be sold in a
traditional manner—a motivated seller listing and
selling to a motivated buyer—because, once they do
their after tax analysis, they discover that, between
capital gains, clawed by CCA (if any) and closing costs,
it simply doesn’t make financial sense to sell their
annuity stream.
International Investors
Canada has become a hotspot for international
investors. Many of these investors will purchase at
much lower cap rates than any Canadian investor
would because these the investment motivations of

these investors are substantially different from ‘local’
Canadian investors. These investors often also have
access to financing at interest rates below those
offered by Canadian financial institutions.
REITs
A Real Estate Investment Trust (REIT) must have most
of its assets and income tied to real estate
investments and distribute at least ninety percent of
its taxable income to shareholders annually in the
form of dividends. Taxes are paid by shareholders on
the dividends received and any capital gains.

REITs are well-financed companies with highlyqualified full time staff that are constantly looking for
“good” properties. REITs have huge apetites and have
consequently created the situation where the
demand is much greater than the supply.
Consequently, properties are higher priced, with
lower cap rates, further driving a sellers’ market.
REITs are a serious competitor for certain kinds of
multi-residential properties and you will have to be
very quick off the mark to beat them in acquiring the
“good” properties.
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I am a commercial realtor (broker), based in
Toronto, Canada focused on multi-residential
(rental apartment) buildings.
As an owner/operator I am also intimately aware of
the issues, challenges, personal financial and estate
planning considerations, rewards, and sense of
accomplishment that come from managing the
human relationships, business challenges and
operational issues of owning a rental property.
I can help you do the same.
Christopher Seepe
Cell:
Email:
Websites:
Twitter:

416.525.1558
cseepe@thebehargroup.com
http://www.thebehargroup.com

www.multiresidentialexpert.com
http://twitter.com/#!/cseepe
(Multi-residential investing)

The Behar Group Realty Inc., Brokerage
1170 Sheppard Ave. W. Unit 24
Toronto, Ontario M3K 2A3
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